
 

 
 

 

Memo 

To: File 

South Burlington, Vermont 

From: Greg Goyette 

South Burlington 

Project/File: 179450464 Date: October 7, 2022 

 

Reference: Burlington Railyard Enterprise Project - Responses to Historic Preservation Review Committee 
Concerns 

The City’s Historic Preservation Review Committee met on Tuesday, September 27, 2022 to review the reference 
project with Mary O’Neil, the City’s Certified Local Government (CLG) representative. Minutes from the meeting are 
attached. Staff from Burlington Department of Public Works Technical Services (DPW Tech Services) or their hired 
consultant Stantec were not invited to the meeting, and DPW Tech Services requested that Stantec review the minutes 
and develop this memo to summarize comments and responses to address these comments. 

Comment: Jay White – Traffic pattern is greatly improved, plan is extremely well done. The buildings affected are not 
extremely architecturally important. If green on illustration is intended to reflect landscaping, the park-like installation at 
Independent Block is a public improvement. Can see a trend to include roundabout to move traffic, but not sure that is 
what we want. Shares energy concerns with traffic lights, and Pete Buttigieg (Secretary of Transportation) concerns 
about traffic in neighborhoods. This roadway will offer some protection to the Pine Street / Maple Street neighborhood, 
reduces traffic on Pine Street. There will be relief from living on a “parking lot.” 

Response: Comments about the green spaces and intersection are noted and will be considered during the detailed 
design phase. We will be working with adjacent property owners to determine appropriate design features including 
landscaping/hardscaping, lighting, and public art during the detailed design phase and after a preferred roadway 
concept is selected. 

Comment: Emily Morse – Pine/Maple might become a more attractive neighborhood. Possibility of gentrification with 
increasing property values when traffic abates. Will residents be able to remain? 

Response:  Reducing through traffic in the Pine/Maple neighborhood would make this residential area more livable.  
The City of Burlington has worked with non-profit housing partners over the last four decades to develop a broad array 
of perpetually affordable housing in this neighborhood that will ensure a healthy mix of housing types into the future.  

Comment:  Jay White – Does see proposed building losses as a negative. Not everything old is historic. (References 
his 6 year residency in Prague.) 

Response: The portion of the Independent Block building that needs to be removed is considered historic. DPW Tech 
Services and Stantec will collaborate with the State Historic Preservation officer, VTrans Historic Preservation, and the 
CLG to develop mitigation that is appropriate to the scale of the project and context of the area.  The proposed alternative 
1B’s road and path alignment avoids more significant impacts of other alternatives while achieving the goal of increasing 
the livability of the historic King and Maple neighborhood.  

Comment: Gabriel Stadecker – Decongestion of the [Maple, Pine Street] corner will make it a more desirable place to 
live, pushing property values higher. But where isn’t that the case right now? I don’t see the building demolition as a 
problem. But there is a delightfulness of Pine Street, in its rectilinear alignment. Traffic metrics were put in place decades 
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before put into use. We have seen communities cut-off or had connections severed with implementation of new 
roadways (cites Rose Kennedy Greenway in Boston.) This is a smart attempt here. Now we are drawing people into 
this area. BUT, no destination! This plan is so car-driven. Is it creating a benefit? Is it solving more than one problem? 
I think this is a Band-Aid for problems that afflict that part of town. 

Response: The new street will activate the backside of the buildings that currently have frontage along the west side 
of South Champlain Street and the south side of Maple Street. These buildings house an array of businesses that are 
currently destinations. The new roadway does divert traffic away from the Pine/Maple and Pine/King intersections and 
will have other benefits including improved bicycle and pedestrian access via a 10’ wide shared-use path to the backside 
of the buildings as well as the Burlington Recreation Path. This path will be a continuation of the proposed shared-use 
path to be built along Pine Street south of the REP project as part of the Champlain Parkway. In addition, the reduction 
of traffic on Pine Street north of the intersection along with the construction of buffered bicycle lanes from Kilburn Street 
to Maple Street on Pine Street as part of the Champlain Parkway project will provide a lower-stress on-road bicycling 
option into downtown for those who prefer to bicycle on the road. The construction of the new REP roadway in 
combination with the construction of the Champlain Parkway will provide an array of alternative transportation choices 
in the area for people with varying abilities and comfort levels. 

Comment: Gabriel Stadecker – The roundabout will destroy that area. The other [interchange, lower left illustration] 
also is a failure. Where do we get out of our cars and enjoy something? Is there a revitalization of that historic path? Is 
there a parallel for non-vehicular travel? 

Response: The roundabout will be of size and scale to the roundabout at the intersection of US2 and VT100 in 
Waterbury. If a roundabout is selected as the preferred intersection option, it will have many benefits including serving 
as a gateway to the downtown core and vice versa, will slow down traffic, and will reduce the severity of crashes. The 
intersection design at Pine Street has not been finalized - and we welcome residents’ input over the coming months to 
determine the most appropriate intersection control. See previous response for non-vehicular travel options. 

Comments: Gabriel Stadecker – Does this road set a precedent for future growth in this area? And then what? I have 
not seen the traffic studies. How do you continue to develop this part of the City? This plan is very short-sighted. I would 
like to see an overlay plan of how this part of town may be developed– when you create these bee-lines that scar the 
land with no thoughtful consideration of how this might look in 50 years. A Smart-Growth overlay of this area is needed 
before we consider the roadway. 

Emily Morse – Shelburne Road is an example of that bee-line. It is a complete failure. Riverside Avenue project 
meanders, but doesn’t address problem and doesn’t solve anything. This does not get to a successful plan.  

Gabriel Stadecker – You will never get human beings west of this road. 

Mary O’Neil – I have had inquiries about potential for development in the area if the highway is completed.  

Jay White – Agreed – we need to see a plan for how land could be developed, continuing a grid pattern, slowing traffic 
and offering opportunities.  

Emily Morse – Shares experience of Springfield (Massachusetts) that segregated the community from the river when I-
91 was built.  

Gabriel Stadecker – we need a landscape precedent.  
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Emily Morse – What if roundhouse is the middle of a neighborhood.  

Gabriel Stadecker – Yes, a park! You can’t see that roundhouse – it is invisible now. Will there be a sign pointing down, 
“You have just passed the roundhouse”? I want a 50 year plan, with development, before we sleeve a roadway through 
here. Look at current efforts at urban detanglement in urban centers. Boston is a case in point. Millions of dollars are 
being spent to undo this kind of work.  

Jay White – Diagonal road move traffic faster, but creates a barrier – seriously limits the opportunity to develop any 
other functions.  

Mary O’Neil – the railroad is the property owner west of this alignment.  

Emily Morse – This plan has prioritized speed over dispersing volume.  

Gabriel Stadecker – We need more fabric at the pedestrian level. What this does is solve one block and limiting potential 
for the entire area. There needs to be a vitality of commerce. 

Response: The roadway alignment and widths were thoughtfully laid out considering the context of the area and current 
people-centric design practices and after several consultations with adjacent property owners and tenants including 
Curtis Lumber, ReSource, CSWD, Burlington City Arts, Vermont Rail Systems, owners of the Independent Block, the 
Waterfront Drive Shop, the Rambler Building, Close to Home building, and the Karma Birdhouse. 

The curved roadway alignment, the proposed roadway widths, and short length between controlled intersections will 
discourage high speeds. The roadway is designed for a 25-mph speed and will have a similar feel to Market Street in 
South Burlington. It will provide an opportunity to activate the backside of the businesses on east side and open the 
area for possible redevelopment via improved access for bicycles, pedestrians, and those who choose to drive a car. 
City zoning allows redevelopment up to five stories and a maximum of 45 feet with 100% lot coverage. As the project 
advances into the next phase of the design, we will be working closely with these property owners to check-in on their 
plans and incorporate design features that will help activate this area including landscaping/hardscaping, lighting, and 
public art. Additionally, expanding the connectivity of the transportation system for all modes in this area will allow for 
the type of redevelopment in the Downtown and South End as called for in planBTV.  

Respectfully, 

STANTEC CONSULTING SERVICES INC. 

Greg Goyette P.E. 
Principal 
Phone: (802) 497-6403 
Mobile: (802) 735-3410 
greg.goyette@stantec.com 

Attachment: Historic Preservation Review Committee Minutes 
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Minutes 

Historic Preservation Review Committee Meeting 

Tuesday, September 27, 2022 

Front Conference Room, 645 Pine Street 

 

RE:  Railyard Enterprise Project (REP), Preferred Alternative 1B. 

Board members present:  Jay White, Emily Morse, Gabe Stadecker 

Staff present:  Mary O’Neil 

Remote attendees:  Cecelia ______, Sharon Bushor 

 

Mary O’Neil – Provides background for project, shares Public Meeting slides, discusses historic 

resources both below ground (archaeology), and above (Pine Street Industrial District map.)  The 

extended project timeline, evolution, participating parties, project’s intended outcome. 

 

Jay White – Traffic pattern is greatly improved, plan is extremely well done.  The buildings 

affected are not extremely architecturally important.  If green on illustration is intended to reflect 

landscaping, the park-like installation at Independent Block is a public improvement.   Can see a 

trend to include roundabout to move traffic, but not sure that is what we want.  Shares energy 

concerns with traffic lights, and Pete Buttigieg (Secretary of Transportation) concerns about traffic 

in neighborhoods.  This roadway will offer some protection to the Pine Street / Maple Street 

neighborhood, reduces traffic on Pine Street.  There will be relief from living on a “parking lot.” 

 

Emily Morse – Pine/Maple might become a more attractive neighborhood.  Possibility of 

gentrification with increasing property values when traffic abates.  Will residents be able to 

remain? 

 

Jay White – Does see proposed building losses as a negative.  Not everything old is historic.  

(References his 6 year residency in Prague.) 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – Decongestion of the [Maple, Pine Street] corner will make it a more desirable 

place to live, pushing property values higher.  But where isn’t that the case right now?  I don’t see 

the building demolition as a problem.  But there is a delightfulness of Pine Street, in its rectilinear 

alignment.  Traffic metrics were put in place decades before put into use.  We have seen 

communities cut-off or had connections severed with implementation of new roadways (cites Rose 

Kennedy Greenway in Boston.)  This is a smart attempt here.  Now we are drawing people into 

this area.  BUT, no destination!  This plan is so car-driven.  Is it creating a benefit?  Is it solving 

more than one problem?  I think this is a Band-Aid for problems that afflict that part of town. 

 

Jay White – Current layout is a dead-end (Battery, South Champlain.) 

 

 



Gabriel Stadecker – The roundabout will destroy that area.  The other [interchange, lower left 

illustration] also is a failure.  Where do we get out of our cars and enjoy something?  Is there a 

revitalization of that historic path?  Is there a parallel for non-vehicular travel? 

 

Mary O’Neil – points out multi-modal path included in project. 

 

Jay White – Independent Block is a real “block” to the plan. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – Does this road set a precedent for future growth in this area?  And then what? 

I have not seen the traffic studies.  How do you continue to develop this part of the City?  This 

plan is very short-sighted.  I would like to see an overlay plan of how this part of town may be 

developed– when you create these bee-lines that scar the land with no thoughtful consideration of 

how this might look in 50 years.  A Smart-Growth overlay of this area is needed before we 

consider the roadway. 

 

Emily Morse – Shelburne Road is an example of that bee-line.  It is a complete failure.  Riverside 

Avenue project meanders, but doesn’t address problem and doesn’t solve anything.  This does not 

get to a successful plan. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – You will never get human beings west of this road. 

 

Mary O’Neil – I have had inquiries about potential for development in the area if the highway is 

completed. 

 

Jay White – Agreed – we need to see a plan for how land could be developed, continuing a grid 

pattern, slowing traffic and offering opportunities. 

 

Emily Morse – Shares experience of Springfield (Massachusetts) that segregated the community 

from the river when I-91 was built. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – we need a landscape precedent. 

 

Emily Morse – What if roundhouse is the middle of a neighborhood. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – Yes, a park!  You can’t see that roundhouse – it is invisible now.  Will there 

be a sign pointing down, “You have just passed the roundhouse”?  I want a 50 year plan, with 

development, before we sleeve a roadway through here.  Look at current efforts at urban 

detanglement in urban centers. Boston is a case in point.  Millions of dollars are being spent to 

undo this kind of work. 

 

Jay White – Diagonal road move traffic faster, but creates a barrier – seriously limits the 

opportunity to develop any other functions. 

 

Mary O’Neil – the railroad is the property owner west of this alignment. 

 

Emily Morse – This plan has prioritized speed over dispersing volume. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – We need more fabric at the pedestrian level.  What this does is solve one 

block and limiting potential for the entire area.  There needs to be a vitality of commerce.  



 

Emily Morse – This is short sighted to limit assessment by this committee to impacts to historic 

resources.  We must discuss and prepare a plan to avoid or undo impacts of this proposed road. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – We need to assess any roadway with future growth plan.  We have a priority 

of parking lots.  This should be a strong urban infill concept. 

 

Jay White – Benefit of future development is much greater than the proposed alleviation of traffic 

for one block. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – This [area] is the new fulcrum of the town.  The Soda Plant is the bridge 

between a softening downtown and the strengthening South End.  This is the tipping point. These 

are the most critical blocks in Burlington’s future development right now. 

 

Jay White – Waterfront! Downtown! Walkable! Everything developers want is here. 

 

Emily Morse – Battery Street offers what we want; walkable, bike-able, has successful aspects. 

 

Jay White – Even South Champlain Street. 

 

Emily Morse – And St. Paul Street. 

 

Jay White – There would be a demand for the properties in this area.  Cove Alley! 

 

Emily Morse – Preserving what we have, not through marked listing as historic properties, but we 

aren’t just dumping cars into the area.  There is such potential and opportunity here. 

 

Jay White – an overlay of grid pattern with development plan is needed. 

 

Gabriel Stadecker – We don’t need to define the geometry of the streets.  But we need to see: 

 -utilities 

 -landscape, visual corridors, 

 -plans that co-exist with built environment and infrastructure.   

We need to preserve the ability and opportunity for smart growth, which is a priority BEFORE 

looking at a roadway corridor.  This plan may have been so long in the making, urban design 

standards have shifted to different priorities. 

 

Mary O’Neil – to summarize this conversation, the Historic Preservation Review Committee does 

not endorse the preferred Alternative 1B, and finds that its implementation would have negative 

impacts on growth patterns and portend to solve one problem (traffic on Pine Street) without a 

much needed, 50 year development plan for the area. 

 

Jay White, Gabe Stadecker, Emily Morse agree.  Mary and Gabe agree to draft a response to the 

overall REP project group. 


